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Introduction
Last two decades, neural network (NN) has been widely applied into different areas due to its powerful nonlinear mapping property and learning capability. In most of NN's studies, system identification and signal prediction could be concluded as the most popular applications. Through a simple learning process in the training examples, the mathematic mapping model could be automatically developed by NN to capture the very complex and nonlinear relationships between input/output pairs of training data.
Recently, NN technique has been widely used in the studies and applications of power load forecasting. In general, load forecasting is a way adopted by utility company in the power business management [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Accurate power forecasting not only can help company to make the schedules of business running, such as fuel purchasing, unit commitment and maintenance, but also can help company to have a planning for the development of power capacity in the future. Generally, NN model could very precisely execute the forecasting work desired, if it was well-trained and the signal of NN model dealt with is stationary. However, many signal processing problems in real world, the signal data collected indeed involves many unknown or uncertain factors and disturbances that could heavily affect the behavior of signal. In this case, the signal behaviors are mostly dynamic and varied with time. Therefore, such a type of signal processing could be concluded as the non-stationary signal processing problem. Usually, such an environment of signal information is generally complex and ill defined. It might make NN have an ill learning and then cause NN to have an unsatisfactory performance.
In this paper, several neural models with different structures are used in the power load forecasting studies. From the simulation results, a reliable and accurate neural forecasting model in this field is expected to be found and concluded. All NN models and their structures are reported in Section 2. Section 3 presents our simulations and results, and then a conclusion is made in Section 4.
NN Models and Node Structures
In our studies, all NN forecasting models are composed of a four-layered feed-forward fully connected NN. Three types of transfer functions are used in the nodes of NN models respectively, including sigmoid function, modified hyperbolic tangent transfer function and n s -level sigmoid function. Their math forms are expressed as follows.
In the neural models we constructed, each layer is composed of the nodes with same transfer function. In each model, different layers could be composed of different types of nodes. At here, for simplifying the description of the models we proposed, the layer is formed by sigmoid function nodes will be named as NN layer, the layer is formed by modified hyperbolic tangent transfer function node will be named as MNN layer, and the layer is formed by n s -level sigmoid function node will be named as QNN layer. Due to the node's structure at each layer, the learning rule of neural models can be described as follows [7- 
For minimizing E, the weights of NN could be adjusted according to the node's structure. The layer with sigmoid nodes: for an output node
is the error term feedback from all nodes in the layer above node j.
The layer with modified hyperbolic tangent nodes: for an output node
In all NN models we constructed, no output layer is composed of the node with n s -level sigmoid transfer function, therefore, for the hidden layer with n s -level sigmoid node: for a hidden layer node,
(2-13)
The quantum interval adjustment:
In each training cycle, we calculate the following outputs for each hidden node j. In the weight adjustment process, we denote that α is the learning rate and η is the momentum for all NN models. α a and α b are the step sizes for the adjustment of parameters a and b in the MNN layer.
Simulations
In our simulations, the predictions of one-day-ahead daily total load are studied and simulated. Daily loads and relevant temperatures data from years 1992 to 1996 provided by the Taipower utility company and the Central Weather Bureau are implemented. The data from years 1992 to 1995 are used for model's training and that of year 1996 data is used as a real-line testing. Each neural model with size 12-12-12-1 is used for all simulations. Denote the desired forecasting daily load of day k by L(k). The forecasting value is the incremental amount (∆y(k)) of power load for next day. Thus, the real forecasting load value is taken by y(k)= ∆y(k)+L(k-1).
According to our experiences, the following twelve parameters are generally used as inputs for network training.
∆L(k-1), ∆L(k-2), ∆L(k-7)
:= the increments of load value of days k − 1 , k − 2 , and k − 7 , respectively; ( )
and k − 7 , respectively; ( ) In our studied, four NN forecasting models, named Model 1, Model 2, Model 3 and Model 4, are studied and simulated. Figure 1 to Figure 4 present the structure of each layer in these four models. The error statistics of daily total load forecasts by using these NN models are listed in Table 1, Table 2, Table  3 and Table 4 , respectively. Each model was executed by different learning rates. Through a comprehensive observation to the results shown, it could be obviously found that the better prediction accuracies can be obtained by using Model 2 and Model 4 those models with MNN output layer.
Conclusion
In this paper, the non-stationary power signal prediction by using several NN models are studied and presented. From the simulation results, we clearly find that the models with MNN output layer have better performances as compared with other NN models. In addition, the simulation results also show that the performances by Model 1 and Model 3 are highly correlated with the learning rate used. These two models easily plunge into local minima, if an improper learning rate was selected in the training process. Therefore, we could conclude that Model 2 and Model 4 those models with MNN output layer are more reliable and accurate than other models with NN output layer when NN model is used in the applications of non-stationary signal prediction. 
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